
LISA BONKER 2016 DISTANCE SEMINARS 
 

 
We are breaking up the seminars into 2 sessions: Foundation Distance Seminar and Advanced 

Distance Seminar.    My goal is to be able to work my favorite foundation exercises with the 

foundation group and to work more difficult sequences with the advanced group.  I am hoping 

by breaking the seminar up into foundation and advanced dogs, I will be able to concentrate on 

the skills each team needs and be able to give each team more working time. 

 

July 22-23 $250.00  FOUNDATION DISTANCE SKILLS: This workshop will cover 

learning and refining agility foundation skills. We will focus on when, where and how to cue 

your dog properly using body language, verbal cues and motion.   Emphasis will be on 

understanding the importance of drawing the dog’s path to direct your dog through short and 

fun sequences.  We will work on directional skills, such as go, here, switch, as well as learning 

and increasing distance skills.  Also, we will work warm-ups, startlines, and my favorite 

foundation exercises! All levels of teams are welcome…beginner teams that need to learn these 

skills and more advanced teams that want a “tune-up” or would like to push for more distance. 

Dogs must be able to perform tunnels and hoops.   My goal for this class is to teach my favorite 

foundation exercises needed to move on to more advanced exercises.    

July 24-25 $250.00 ADVANCED DISTANCE SEMINAR: During this seminar we will work 

on sequences to refine directionals while incorporating more distance into the exercises.  We 

will push you to be more clear, crisp, consistent and calm in your handling. We will focus on 

when, where and how to cue your dog properly using body language, verbal cues and motion 

and push for more distance.   Teams must be competing at least at the Novice level to attend 

this seminar and have attended a Lisa Bonker seminar.   My goal for this seminar is to work 

with people that have attended a seminar with me already so we can really push for more 

distance.  



 

Limited working spots available – register online now – Deposit of $125.00 per two day 
seminar.  Full payment 30 days prior to seminar.   
 
Use Promo Code Bonker4 to register for all for days for $450.00 
 
Audit spots available (without dog) - $25.00 per day 
 
Seminars meet 8:00 am to 4:00 pm. 
 
Register at www.competitiveedgeagility.com  

http://www.competitiveedgeagility.com/

